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download and play the facebook version of this free-to-play action shooter game by navigating through a number of space operations where you can upgrade your spaceship and choose from new weapons and other upgrades. if you are looking for a
game to blast through your free time, here is astrobatics free! constantly updated with new weapons and gameplay, astrobatics is sure to keep your experience full of thrills. let the good times roll. this is astrobatics free. get ready for the most mind-
blowing space gunning experience of your life, just download astrobatics, put some clothes on, and start blasting! this is astrobatics free. astrobatics can be played in 3d or 2d. you will never get bored of the game with the variety of missions to play

through in astrobatics. play the missions in wave mode or flip a coin to see if you get to play a new mission first. astrobatics free. if you are a fan of driving games, this game is for you. but you won't be driving any cars as there's just a one car to choose
from. all you have to do is hold on as you drive around town, collecting missions and money. addictive and heart-pumping fun!!! astrobatics is a space simulator, where you command your own spaceship to take out all the other spaceships. each level

has many different enemy types, and you'll have to be ready to dodge their attacks and shoot back with firepower! it's futuristic and realistic, with vertical scrolling action to add to the adrenaline-inducing gameplay. so strap yourself in and prepare for a
great time! get ready to play your way through over 70 thrilling missions in various environments. use unique battle tactics and upgrade your ship by collecting special abilities! this is a mega arcade shooter game with over 70 missions and various

game modes. play as much as you can, because you'll never run out of enemies to shoot! space combat is back, and now it's on your mobile device!
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astromatics is a simple
shooting game with

elements that remind of
the classic arcade space

invaders. you are
dropped in space, where
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your only goal is to
destroy enemy space
ships by shooting. you
have basic attacks and
the ability to shoot and
dodge enemy fire. your
ship is able to protect

against all types of
enemies because it can
freely move around on
the screen, not being

forced to move in limited
segments. gameplay : 1.
left click. default attack.
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nothing else. fires
automatically when the

left mouse button is
pressed. can not be

pressed by holding the
left mouse button down.

2. right click. fires
automatically when the
right mouse button is
pressed. controls: 1.

default attack: left click.
can be fired even when
the left mouse button is
held down. each enemy
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you destroy gives you
bonus points that can be
redeemed for upgrades,
special effects, or other
cosmetic items. with the
number of missions the

single-player mode
offers, even if you get
stuck only for a short
time, you'll discover a

large number of
possibilities to test your
skills. the game's map,
however, is a bit small
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and offers very little
variation, which only

adds to its simplicity and
durability. in most

missions, you will take
one of two possible

paths: either you either
take the shortcut or you
take the longer one. both

paths contain very
similar elements, though.
astrobatics is the popular
space flight game, where
a player has to blast his
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way through over 50
missions in one game. in
astrobatics, you can fly a

ship and fight your
enemies in space. you

can use the control stick
to move the spaceship,

and you can also activate
your weapons and shields

by pressing the
corresponding buttons.

you can also use missiles,
lasers, and turrets to
protect yourself from
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bullets, bombs, and laser
beams. the game

features different bosses,
which often attack your
spaceship. you have to
destroy their armored

body to continue.
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